Abstract. In this article we present data and modelling for the quiet Sun that strongly suggest a ubiquitous small-scale atmospheric heating mechanism that is driven solely by converging supergranular flows.
Introduction and motivation
Solar coronal heating is one of the outstanding unresolved solar physics problems, with no clear consensus as to the definitive cause. There are a huge range of known energy release mechanisms on the Sun (see for example Erdélyi (2005) and references therein), many of which have been implicated for coronal heating. At the largest scales there are the relatively rare events such as large flares and CMEs, which are considered too infrequent to contribute significantly to coronal heating. Moving down in scale the events become much more frequent, such as micro-and nano-flares, soft Xray bright points and blinkers. There are also continuous processes such as acoustic and MHD wave heating by various mechanisms. As the spatial and temporal resolution of observing instruments grows, we see ever increasing numbers of smaller events, and there have been studies that suggest these small events may significantly contribute to the heating budget (Parnell and Jupp, 2000; Hudson, 1991) .
Small scale heating has long been associated with regions of flux cancellation (Webb et al., 1993) ; these have normally been interpreted as small-scale reconnection events (Priest, Parnell, and Martin, 1994) . However, there is evidence that the flux cancellation observed may not be the result of reconnection (Chae et al., 2002) , but be due to a flux submergence process 2 (Harvey et al., 1999; Chae, Moon, and Pevtsov, 2004) , where magnetic loops retract below the solar surface.
In this paper we look at a driving mechanism for small scale energy release by flux submergence: the work done on the magnetic field by hydrodynamic dragging of magnetic footpoints in the large scale photospheric flows. The research presented here, using detailed observations and data reduction, shows temporal and spatial correlation between regions of converging photospheric flow in the quiet Sun, the motion of the entrained magnetic field and the resultant small scale energy releases. We present a simple theoretical model that shows that heating will occur as a flux loop submerges beneath the chromosphere, without requiring magnetic reconnection.
We hope to extend this treatment to a more quantitative study of the energy transfer when the greatly improved quality of data from the new Hinode satellite becomes available.
The analysis is presented in sections as follows: Section 2 demonstrates how fluid and magnetic element motion is deduced from the datasets, and shows close correlation between the two. Section 3 shows how SXT bright points are spatially and temporally correlated with the flux removal or disappearance, suggesting that the two are causally linked. Section 4 offers a simple model framework that offers a possible explanation for small-scale heating that is consistent with these observations. Section 5 is a concluding discussion.
Photospheric flow and magnetic element motion
It is well known that the magnetic elements are advected to supergranular boundaries, see for example Simon et al., (1988) , Hagenaar et al., (1999) and Lisle, De Rosa, and Toomre (2000) . This concentrates the magnetic flux at the supergranular boundaries, one result of which is the chromospheric network. In this section we compare the motion of the photospheric plasma (derived from tracking the motion of granules) to that of the smallest magnetic elements that we can track from high resolution MDI magnetograms, in order to quantify the relation between the two motions. The results from this are used in Section 3 in order to calculate the rate of flux removal.
The source of the data used in this section is a 33 hour set (2000 images at 1 minute cadence) of high resolution MDI continuum and line-of-sight magnetogram images observed in a quiet region near disk centre, starting on 15 January 1997. This data set was chosen as it gives the largest continuously observed area of the solar surface at high resolution that has ever been obtained from MDI. The data was rigidly derotated at 0.243 pixels/min before analysis, giving a 480 × 1024 pixels × 2000 frames (4.8 × 10.3 arcmin × 33 hours) data cube, with mean velocity close to zero. The residual differential rotation was removed during later processing.
There are three main stages to the data analysis: measuring the photospheric flow velocities, analysing the cell structure in the velocities, and tracking the motion of magnetic elements. These steps are given in detail in the following subsections.
Surface flows and supergranulation structure
The photospheric flows were obtained by tracking the barely resolved granulation patterns from high resolution MDI continuum data. The data were first spatially filtered to remove p-mode oscillations (which dominate the raw data) and rigidly derotated at 0.243 pixels/minute which closely matches the mean fluid rotation speed for the data over the latitude range. The filtering and derotation were performed in Fourier space for speed and to avoid interpolation errors (Potts, Barrett, and Diver, 2003) . The filtered, derotated data were then processed to yield the photospheric velocity fields using the Balltrack method; full details of this technique are given in Potts, Barrett, and Diver (2004) and are not repeated here.
The supergranulation pattern, and its time evolution, were deduced from the high resolution photospheric velocity data described above. The method we used is described in detail in another publication (Potts and Diver, 2007) , and so we shall only give a brief overview. The algorithm is a development of the watershed basin algorithm, commonly used by hydrographers for the analysis of river basins, and described in the solar context by DeRosa and Toomre (2004) . The observed velocity field is first time-reversed, so that the flow is reversed. A regular array of tracking particles, distributed across the entire region of interest, is launched into the reversed flow field, causing particles to migrate under the convergent flow conditions to different cell outflow centres. The boundaries of cells can be deduced by considering the rate of change of a tracking particle's final position compared to its initial one. This gives an exceptionally low noise measurement of the local divergence of the flow, as it uses a path integral of the flow, rather than the conventional approach of differentiating the data to obtain the divergence field. The outflow centre for each cell is also automatically obtained with high accuracy by the points where the tracking particles cluster. The results of this method can be seen in the bottom right graph in Figure 1 where the lanes are shown by the black lines, overlaid on an image of the magnetic flux density.
Magnetic element tracking
We are interested in tracking the smallest possible magnetic elements, at the noise and spatial resolution limit of high resolution MDI magnetograms.
Tracking these small elements is difficult, as in a single frame of data they are hard to distinguish from noise. In order to track them we use a targeted, multi-frame version of the local correlation tracking algorithm. This method exploits the fact that the motion of small magnetic elements tends to be linear, when observed at this spatial resolution over periods of around an hour. First the data are cleaned and binned into 10 minute cadence images, in order to reduce the noise on the data. Possible magnetic elements are then identified from each binned frame by means of a multi-level contouring algorithm. A circular subimage, with three times the diameter of the identified element is then extracted. A cumulative correlation between this subimage and the surrounding ±3 frames is then calculated, for all possible x and y velocities of the element. The x and y velocity that gives the best correlation is selected, and if the cumulative correlation is high enough the element's position (centroid), velocity and total flux is stored. The strength of this method is that it effectively averages 70 frames of data with the resultant 8-fold reduction in noise, but without blurring moving features. It automatically gives a high immunity to false detections due to noise, as the element must appear with a consistent shape and velocity in all 7 frames, and also gives an estimate of the element velocity. We obtained reliable tracks from elements with an area as small as 4 MDI pixels (only 1 Mm 2 ), right at the diffraction limit of MDI. The individual features obtained were then assembled into tracks, using the centroid, velocity estimate and total flux data and taking into account the splitting and merging of elements.
Using this method over the full 33 hour data set we identified the tracks of 3300 magnetic elements that did not merge or branch and which were able to be tracked for a minimum of 3 hours continuously, with no step changes in their total flux. This yielded around 16000 separate velocity and position measurements. A small subset of some of the tracks observed is shown in the top-left graph in Figure 1. Figure 1 shows a qualitative view of the main results, with a quantatative analysis in Figure 2 . The bottom-right image shows a snapshot of the derived supergranular pattern, overlaid onto an image of the magnetic flux density. The magnified inset shows an example of the elements selected for tracking. The visible pixels in the magnified image indicate the high sensitivity of the method to small elements -some are only 2 pixels (around 1Mm) wide. Note the clear concentration of the flux at the supergranular boundaries and vertices. A movie of this that strikingly shows the advection of the elements and the evolution of the supergranular pattern may be found in the electronic supplement to this paper (supergran mag overlay.avi) and on the web in Potts (2007) . This concentration is quantified in the right-hand graph of Figure 2 , discussed in more detail below. The top-left image in Figure 1 shows a comparison of the magnetic element motion to that of massless tracer particles that track the flow as it evolves over the 33 hour data window. The subarea chosen is in the vicinity of an SXT bright point, indicated in all plots by the dashed circles. The background dark shading indicates the average position of the supergranular lanes over the entire period. The correlation between the motions is clear: the directions of the element motions are confined to a small angular spread about the fluid flow direction, and the magnitudes of both motions are very similar. This is particularly true in the areas away from the supergranular lanes. A more quantitative analysis is shown in Figure 2 . The right-hand plot in Figure 2 shows the rms magnetic field as a function of the distance to the nearest supergranular lane, from a 3 hour segment of data. In the quiet Sun, MDI magnetograms are dominated by noise, so to work out the enhancement of the flux density at the lane boundaries requires a measurement of the random noise in the magnetogram data. From the published SOHO MDI observables (Scherrer et al., 1995) the single measurement 1σ noise on MDI magnetograms is 20 gauss. The rms flux densities that we measure here are as low as 12 gauss, showing that the noise in quiet Sun conditions must be less than this. The probable reason for this is that the error signal associated with strong flows and strong magnetic fields is smaller in the quiet Sun conditions (Lui and Norton, SOI Technical note 01-144). In order to estimate the noise amplitude we look at the difference between two consecutive frames. On this timescale (1 minute) the magnetic field at the resolution of MDI does not change significantly, so the residual gives a measure of the uncorrelated noise between the frames. Using this method we get a single pixel noise value of 10.1 gauss, shown in the right hand plot. The field enhancement between the supergranular lanes and the cell centres, taking into account the background noise, is around a factor of 5. If just the pixels where the field is greater than 50 gauss are considered, then 80% of them lie within 2.1Mm of a supergranular lane, closer than the resolution of the velocity data, indicating that the downflow regions are very narrow, coherent and well defined, and confirming the high accuracy of the lane calculating algorithm. The left-hand plot of Figure 2 shows the relation between the angle of motion of magnetic elements averaged over 3 hours with that of the flow underlying them over the same period. Only elements where the underlying flow was faster than 300 m s −1 were selected, as small amounts of noise in the motion can result in a large angular error for low speed flows. As can be seen there is a strong alignment between the directions of motion, with 86% of the elements moving in the same direction as the flow. Any spurious correlation caused by the differential rotation of the Sun was removed by fitting a differential rotation profile to the velocity data ensuring that the average longitudinal motion of the velocity field was zero at all latitudes. This correction was also applied to the magnetic element velocities. The centre image shows a comparison of the distribution of the speeds of magnetic elements, with the distribution of the speed of the photospheric flow under the elements, and for comparison the distribution of flow speeds over the whole photospheric region. The results we obtain are very similar to those obtained by (Lisle, De Rosa, and Toomre, 2000) from full disk MDI data, with a modal velocity 220 m s −1 for the magnetic elements and a slightly lower modal velocity of 200 m s −1 for the photospheric flow, evaluated at the element positions. Note that this is a lower modal speed than that of the photosphere as a whole (dotted line), due to the concentration of the magnetic elements at the relatively slow moving supergranular boundaries. The speeds we obtain are significantly lower than those obtained from high cadence (20 s), very high resolution (350 km) ground based measurements of magnetic bright points (Berger et al., 1998) , which yielded modal speeds of around 300 m s −1 , and a much higher mean speed of nearly 1500 m s −1 . The reason for this is that the high resolution of the ground based data allowed the small random motions of much smaller elements to be captured, but we can only resolve the larger scale drift velocity. Our restriction on the lifetime of the elements being a minimum of 3 hours also reduces the observed speed, as small, short lived elements have been observed to move faster (Lisle, De Rosa, and Toomre, 2000) .
Results
Key Result: The conclusion to this section is that the motion of the magnetic elements is very strongly correlated with the motion of the photo- The boundary of the region is then allowed to advect with the photospheric flow, shown by the black arrows. As the motion of small magnetic elements largely follows the photospheric flow (see Section 2 ) this ensures that no new flux crosses the boundary. Any changes in the flux contained within the loop are therefore due to flux creation or destruction in the area. The time delay between the two frames in this case is 2 hours, in order to show clearly the method. For the detailed analysis a time step of 10 minutes was used.
spheric flow they are embedded in. This is used in the following section for the calculation of the flux removal rate.
Flux removal and SXT bright points
The previous section describes a method to track many small magnetic elements. In principle it should be possible use these results to find areas where positive and negative magnetic field are disappearing together. Unfortunately, although we can track many elements, we can not track all of them, so distinguishing between physical flux removal and merely failing to track magnetic elements is not possible. Instead we use the result that the average motion of the magnetic elements is strongly correlated to the photospheric flow, and use the flow as a measure of the element advection.
In the first sub-section we describe the algorithm for detecting the flow removal regions, following that we describe detection of small X-ray bright points from Yohkoh SXT data. We then show some examples of flux removal, which have temporal and spatially aligned SXT bright points.
Locating flux removal regions
If we consider the change in the total magnetic flux at a small area of the photosphere there are two contributions:(i) the effect of the advection of flux into and out of the region, and (ii) flux creation and destruction within the region. In order to measure the rate of flux submergence or removal it is necessary to separate these two effects.
To do this we use the observation made in Section 2 that the motion of the small magnetic elements is strongly correlated with the photospheric flow, and the speeds of motion are very similar. If we define a circular area on the photosphere (left hand panel in Figure 3 ) and make the boundary of that region move as time progresses such that no magnetic flux crosses it, the change in total flux within that boundary is only due to flux generation or destruction. We move the boundary by moving the points on its perimeter at the same velocity V p as the radial component of the photospheric velocity field:
where V f is the photospheric velocity evaluated at the boundary point and r is the radial unit vector from the centre of the circle to the perimeter point. To look specifically for the signature of submerging loops or local reconnection, we measure the simultaneous change in both positive and negative flux, β, at circles centred at each point, for frames separated by 10 minutes. Define ∆φ ± = |φ ±,f | − |φ ±,i | as the absolute change in positive (+) and negative (-) flux in the area defined by the circles centred at each point, for the initial (i) and final (f) frames which are separated by ∆t = 10 minutes. We can define β as a useful measure of the simultaneous flux changes as follows:
where A is the fractional (non-dimensional) change in area of the region, and the function 'min' is used to select only those changes which can plausibly be considered as simultaneous in both flux components. The reason for including the area term is that in quiet Sun areas the MDI data has significant noise, the absolute sum of which over the region is proportional to the area of the region. Including this term will slightly reduce the signal in areas of true magnetic removal (typically by around 5% when using a 10 minute time step), but completely remove any spurious signals from areas that have a significant area change, but no flux change. The quantity β is therefore an expression of the local rate of flux removal, averaged over the circle, with units of Wb s −1 . A map of the spatial variation of β is built up by applying this algorithm at each surface point. The evolution of β for selected regions is shown in Figure 4 , and the spatial variation over small regions can be seen in Figure 5 .
Cleaning and preparation of SXT data
The SXT data available for this region was in the form of half resolution and quarter resolution images (256 × 256 pixels) taken through a selection of filters. We did not find any suitable MDI quiet Sun data sets where SXT was running in its partial frame mode, overlapping the MDI high resolution field of view. Only the longest exposure images with the thinnest filter had high enough sensitivity to see any detail in the quiet Sun regions. After selecting the suitable frames we are left with 47 quiet Sun images at quarter resolution and 7 at half resolution. The raw images from SXT over the quiet Sun are dominated by CCD flat field noise/ dark frame noise. The features for which we are searching in the SXT data are on the limit of its noise threshold, so careful processing to remove pixel artifacts was required. The standard Solarsoft image processing packages left substantial artifacts in the data, mostly due to dark frame errors, and so we used a more sophisticated processing technique in order to optimise the information content.
First, the permanently bright (hot) pixels were identified and removed. Then the subset of frames that were free from proton impacts were identified. The main source of image artifacts from SXT for quiet Sun images is the pixel-to-pixel dark current variation. A good measure of this in the quiet Sun is the standard deviation of the spatial discrete Laplacian for the time average of the data. This quantity was minimised by iteratively removing the dark frame image from the time mean of all the frames. This technique works because the data we are working with is at disk centre and over sufficient timescales such that solar rotation, satellite positional jitter and the point spread function of the instrument ensure that any true solar features are spread over a large area of the CCD. As a result nearest neighbour variation, as is selected by the discrete Laplacian only measures the variation of the CCD properties from pixel to pixel.
Having removed the dark frame, the proton impacts (which only affected 2 frames) were then removed by comparing frame differences. These operations greatly improved the images but there were still some significant artifacts, falling into two main categories: (a) isolated pixels that exhibited large, random variations with time; and (b) those that had a normal variation with time, but a temporal mean value significantly different to that of their neigbours.
Artificial features based on (a) were removed by looking at the temporal evolution of the standard deviation of the discrete Laplacian of each pixel. These pixels exhibited an abnormally high variation over the whole time period, often 10 times higher that that of their nearest neighbours, combined with unusual mean values. The data from these pixels was unrecoverable, and they were removed by replacing them with the average of their good neighbours.
Problematic pixels in category (b) did convey useful time evolution data, and can be explained by incorrect values in the supplied dark frames producing a DC offset in the data. These were optimised by keeping their time variation, but setting their mean to that of their nearest good neighbours.
The data was then derotated and interpolated with a small amount of spatial smoothing to match the MDI region of interest.
Correlation between X-ray bright points and magnetic convergence
In order to see if there is a causal relationship between the heating events and the flux removal, we need to show spatial and temporal alignment between them. As regions of flux removal occur when fluxes of opposite polarity are swept together by the supergranular flows, these areas will also represent a concentration of the magnetic field. In order to confirm that the heating is due to flux removal or submergence, rather than merely flux enhancement by migration, we need to be able to distinguish between these two effects. Areas completely containing SXT brightenings at any point over the time range were selected. We used the criteria that any bright point had to exist for a minimum of two consecutive SXT frames, in order to distinguish it from random noise. Next the corresponding areas from the flux removal data and the magnetogram data were selected. The magnetogram data were smoothed to have the same spatial resolution as the flux removal data. The maximum values of the flux removal rate β and the absolute flux density within the subimage were measured for each time frame, along with the maximum SXT intensity. The time evolution of 6 of these areas is presented in Figure 4 , in which the SXT light curve for each region is given in the top panels, with the corresponding flux reduction rate β and the absolute flux density in the middle and bottom panels respectively. Region (i) has a large peak at start, corresponding to a very large rate of flux removal of 1.8×10 9 Wb s −1 , the largest of the entire data set. There are two more peaks at around 22 and 26 hours, present in both the SXT data and the flux reduction rate, but not present in the absolute flux density plot. In region (ii) there is very low correlation between the SXT data and the flux removal rate. There is, however, a very strong correlation between the SXT data on regions (i) and (ii). This suggest that there is a magnetic structure linking these two regions that was disturbed by the flux removal event at region (i), causing a restructuring of the field, and consequent heating or Figure 4 . The contours follow the SXT data, and are included in all plots to guide the eye.
particle acceleration. The relative positions of regions (i), (ii), (iii) and (vi) are shown in Figure 5 . Regions (iii) and (iv) both show good correlation from around 15 hours onwards. Note the accurate time alignment of short timescale SXT brightenings and the flux removal rate. Regions (v) and (vi) show strong relationships between the flux removal rate and the soft X-ray emission throughout the entire period. Again, notice the accurate matching of the timing of features between the two graphs, and the relatively poor correlation with the density of absolute flux throughout.
For all plots, the time alignment of the emission features between the soft X-ray emission and the magnetic removal is good, much better than between the absolute magnetic flux and the SXT data. This indicates that the flux removal, rather than just the density of absolute flux, is causally linked to the X-ray emission. Note that the time coverage of SXT data is sparse, at less than 0.1% coverage, with gaps between consecutive frames ranging from a few minutes to several hours. Given the disparity in instrument cadence and coverage between SXT and MDI, it is not surprising that there are predicted flux evolution events from the MDI analysis that have no corresponding SXT signal.
These independent data sets, interpreted in the context of the results from Section 2 strongly suggest that the migration of magnetic elements under hydrodynamical flows leads to soft X-ray emission as the structures evolve.
We would expect heating due to submerging loops to be stochastic in nature (see next section); this combined with the sparse SXT coverage will result in the best correlations coming from regions in which the heating is a quasi-continuous series of small events. Figure 5 shows the spatial correlation between SXT brightenings and the magnetic flux removal regions, underlining the causal link between disappearing flux and soft X-ray signals. Note that the algorithm used to produce these images is insensitive to flux emergence (β < 0), as at the point of emergence the field is predominantly horizontal, and therefore not visible on the disk centre, line-of-sight magnetograms used here. If the diameter of the boundary circle (shown in Figure 3 ) is increased, so that the vertical footpoint pairs of emerging loops can be contained, emerging loops can be detected, but the resolution and hence sensitivity to submerging structures, which are smaller, is reduced.
Combining the results in Figures 4 and 5 with the observations of (Harvey et al., 1999) and (Chae, Moon, and Pevtsov, 2004) , which show that in the majority of cases flux is submerging at flux removal sites, then there must be a mechanism that connects submerging flux with heating events. We will address this explicitly in the next section.
A heating mechanism for submerging loops
The theoretical modelling of X-ray bright point appearance and the evolution of cancelling magnetic features has been addressed in many papers, including the seminal article by Priest, Parnell, and Martin (1994) , and Longcope (1998) which suggest a magnetic reconnection mechanism giving rise to heating and X-ray emission. Other mechanisms have also been suggested, for example Brown et al., (2001) presents observations indicating a kink instability in a twisted flux loop, and more recently, Welsch (2006) which addresses the change in magnetic free energy in the corona as a result of flux cancellation.
There is also a considerable body of literature in which the changing geometry of large-scale flux tubes can be modelled in terms of time-dependent magnetic traps, suitable for flare evolution; for example, Somov and Ko- . The geometry considered for particle acceleration, showing the loop-sustaining current structure being submerged by the downflow at a supergranular boundary, and the loop footpoints being drawn in by the surface flow, resulting in shrinking and submergence of the loop.
sugi (1997), Karlický and Kosugi (2004) and Giuliani, Neukirch, and Wood (2005) . In this section we are confining our attention to small-scale features on the quiet Sun, and so our treatment here is less ambitious than the sophisticated models mentioned above, but is complementary to them in terms of suggesting another possible route for energy release. Consider the evolution of the energy of a particle trapped in a magnetic mirror, the length of which is shortening. The context here is of small loops being dragged by the local fluid motion towards the edges of a convection cell, at which point there is a strong, downward directed fluid flow. It is reasonable to suppose that such downward flows are likely to drive deeper into the interior the sub-surface current-source of these loops. In the simplest possible model, as shown in Figure 6 , we shall consider the case in which the geometry of the flux tube remains broadly unchanged but for a continuous sinking below the surface. This leads to a continuously reducing total path length between the mirroring regions which are associated with the narrowing of the flux tube at lower altitudes due to greater pressures there.
During the evolution of the flux tube, that is, its migration and submergence, it will retain a population of particles on average. All particles will be subjected to the motion inwards of the magnetic mirroring points, as the length of the tube above the photosphere reduces. At each interaction with these mirror points, particles will gain energy, acquiring a mirror velocity increment at each encounter. The lower energy component of the particle distribution (that is, below 10 eV or so) will be heavily collisional, and so the heating effect from multiple encounters with the moving mirror points is very limited, since such particles are rapidly scattered into the loss cone, and are lost to the tube. Note that the definition of a loss-cone in curved geometry is more complex than in the linear magnetic mirror case, since the definition of parallel to the magnetic axis is only local. Although such particles are scattered out of the tube, other particles will diffuse in, in such a way that the tube integrity is maintained. For higher energy particles with energies of at least 100 eV, the collisional mean free path starts to approach the loop length (approximately 1% of a 10 Mm flux tube at 100 eV). Such particles are more likely to persist in the tube, given the decreasing collisional crosssection with increasing energy. Hence these particles are heated efficiently: they have more encounters with the moving mirrors, more frequently, and gain energy rapidly. At 1 keV, the collisional mean free path is ∼ 10 Mm, of the same order as the loop length, and so such particles will bounce many times. As a result, descending loops retain the hotter particles from the outset, accelerating them to energies where X-ray bright point emission occurs.
Notice that if the rate of loop shrinkage is constant, the heating rate increases as the loop size decreases, due to the shortening timescale between successive mirror encounters. The minimum size of loop for which this heating mechanism can work will be determined by a balance between the heating from the moving mirror regions and the losses due to the increasing collision rate as the loop sinks into the chromosphere. One consequence of this is that we would expect the heating to be 'bursty', as individual small loop structures reach their maximum heating rate. Note that this model does not rule out reconnection events. For converging magnetic elements that start far from each other to form a loop, earlier reconnection is likely; instead it gives an additional heating mechanism as the loop submerges.
Conclusions
In this article we have presented data that strongly suggest a ubiquitous small-scale heating mechanism driven by converging supergranular flows.
We have demonstrated that the photospheric velocity field is a good proxy for the motion of small magnetic elements in the quiet Sun. Using this relationship, and high resolution line-of-sight magnetograms, we have identified the regions in which magnetic field elements of opposite polarity are swept together and disappear. We find a clear spatial and temporal correlation between these field removal events and soft X-ray emission.
We have also presented a possible simple heating mechanism based on the heating of a shrinking loop by moving magnetic mirrors that is consistent with the behaviour of a small-scale magnetic structure being submerged by convergent supergranular flows.
As new instrumentation allows us to look in more detail at the Sun, it is clear that we will see ever increasing numbers of smaller events. There is some evidence that these small events may contribute significantly to coronal heating in the quiet Sun. In the near future, when the greatly increased resolution and cadence soft X-ray and vector magnetogram images from Hinode become available, we expect to be able to do a more detailed statistical study of this phenomenon, and quantify the energy so released.
